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Throughout all that explosive growth, AO managed to retain very high levels of customer 

satisfaction whether measured by NPS (Net Promoter Score) or Trust Pilot reviews. They 

executed to a very high standard, which drew our attention to their underlying culture 

and operational excellence. 

John had stepped away from the business in early 2017 and then returned in 2019 as 

CEO. Like a number of great entrepreneurs that we have observed over the years, 

stepping away after realising enormous wealth only to return when money is clearly not 

a motivator, is a sign of someone realising where their true love lies and is often followed 

by a golden era of business performance. 

John had been drawn back by the problems too. AO had gone into Europe, especially 

Germany, in 2015 and in 2018 they bought a mobile phone business; these businesses 

were losing and using money. AO has always operated leanly and at low margins putting 

gains in productivity and purchasing power back into improving the price and overall 

customer proposition, continually building what Warren Buffett calls the moat, the 

competitive advantage. 

An example of AO's combination of customer service obsession and continual process 

improvement is when they realised that lots of customers were still calling them on the 

day of delivery to check times even though they emailed and texted them beforehand 

with the times. AO invested a few million pounds in a system that recognises the phone 

number calling, checks to see whether there is a high probability it is about a delivery, 

checks also where the current location of the delivery vehicle is, and then gives an 

automated message to the customer telling them in detail about their delivery and when 

it is happening. It also says to stay on the line if you want to talk about something else. 

Most customers are wowed, delighted and hang up, thereby saving time in the call 

centre. 

AO has a mantra to treat every customer like your gran, and that you conduct yourself 

every day so that you can have dinner with your parents that night, tell them what you've 

been doing and have them be proud of you. These are emblematic of a strong culture 

that we think is AO's biggest competitive advantage and the primary reason why from a 

standing start they have built the no.1 business in 20 years. Even more so than their 

outstanding logistics expertise and unrivalled service levels. AO also has a unique 

commitment to recycling and operates its own recycling operation. They have recycled 

5 million fridges in the past 5 years and found innovative new uses for the recycled 

materials. Increasingly, this matters to customers. 

The shares are depressed this year as the unwind of COVI D means there is a return to 

some retail shopping, the boom in work from home is receding and so, on a comparative 

basis, AO's performance is declining. This is in our opinion irrelevant for a proper 

assessment of the long term. Their business in the UK is 50% bigger than before COVID 

and millions of new customers have experienced AO for the first time. Domestic 

appliances are not frequent purchases, and so that goodwill does not show up 

immediately, but past experience suggests it will do. In the meantime, AO have pushed 

into smaller electrical items including phones and are looking to find a model that would 

make them the go to supplier for all electrical items. 

We have a long-term demographic view that spending on electrical appliances in the 

household will grow faster than GDP as internet technology finds its way into domestic 
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